
YEAR 7 MATHS
ASSESSMENT CRITERIA



YEAR 7 

TERM 1

Emerging Developing Secure Mastery

Place Value Understand basic place value and 

key vocabulary

Round whole numbers to 10, 100, 

1000

Identify significant digits in numbers greater 

than 1

Identify significant digits in numbers less 

than 1

Round to a given number of significant 

figures

Arithmetic Written methods for addition, 

subtraction, multiplication by an 

integer less than 10

Written methods for multiplication and 

division with integer answers, including 

simple worded problems

Written methods for multiplication and 

division with non-integer answers, 

including simple worded problems

Four operations with integer and non-

integer answers. Can breakdown more 

complex problems and devise their 

own problems.
Laws of Arithmetic Understand which operations are 

commutative

Can explain commutativity Understand and use the distributive law Explain the distributive law

Powers, Roots, Order 

of Operations

Recall square and cube numbers 

and some powers of 2,3,4,5 and 

use a calculator to evaluate these

Recall squares, cubes and roots and powers of 

2,3,4,5 and use a calculator to evaluate these

Estimate decimal approximations of 

square root and use a calculator to 

evaluate their answers

Solve problems with powers and roots. 

Use a scientific calculator fluently for 

all power and root calculations.

Pre-algebra Know that an unknown number 

can be represented using a letter

Use the area model to write simple 

expressions

Write simple expressions for a variety of 

unknown areas

Work with areas where both side 

lengths are unknown

Directed Number Compare negative numbers in 

real life contexts

Simple calculations spanning zero

Understand zero pairs and use them to add 

and subtract directed numbers

Begin to multiply/divide negative 

numbers

Order of operations with negative 

numbers

Subtracting negatives

Solve problems with negative numbers

Fractions Understand the relationship 

between division and fractions

Represent fractions using 

diagrams

Add/subtract fractions with the 

same denominator

Convert improper fractions and mixed 

numbers

Add/subtract fractions where one 

denominator is a multiple of another

Find simple fractions of an amount

Add/subtract/multiply proper fractions

Find a fraction of an amount

Calculate with mixed numbers



YEAR 7 

TERM 2

Emerging Developing Secure Mastery

Fractions (cont) Understand division as sharing Find a reciprocal

Divide an integer by a fraction

Divide a fraction by an integer

Divide any two proper fractions

Divide Mixed Numbers

Decimals Write a decimal as a fraction

Write fractions as decimals where 

their denominator is 10, 100, 

1000

Round a given number to 1 decimal place

Add and subtract decimals using written 

methods

Transform a calculation involving decimals to 

one involving integers

Write fractions as decimals where their 

denominator is a factor of 10 or 100

Round to a given number of decimal 

places

Multiply decimals using written methods

Use a transformed calculation to make a 

computation easier using multiplication

Write fractions as decimals where their 

denominator is a factor of 10 or 100 or 

1000

Divide decimals using written methods

Use a transformed calculation to make 

a computation easier using 

multiplication or division and 

understand the effect that 

transforming a calculation has on its 

result.

Write fractions as decimals, dividing 

where necessary

Percentages Know that a percentage is a 

fraction out of 100

Find 50% and 10% of an amount

Find a percentage of an amount 

using a calculator

Recall a few key FDP conversions

Find a percentage of an amount (multiples of 

10%)

Increase or decrease an amount by 10% 

(including using a calculator)

Convert between a range of fractions, 

decimals and percentages

Find a percentage of an amount 

(multiples of 5%)

Increase/decrease by a percentage

Write one amount as a percentage of 

another

Find any percentage of an amount

Increase/decrease by a percentage

Find and use decimal multipliers

Repeated percentage change

Ratio Write a relationship as a ratio

Generate a family of equivalent 

ratios from a given starting point

Simplify ratios

Share in a ratio

Find the total shared when one part of a 

ratio is given

Convert between fractions and ratios

Find the total shared when the 

difference between parts is given

Coordinates Read co-ordinates Draw axes accurately and plot points in the 

first quadrant

Plot points in all four quadrants Solve problems using coordinates



YEAR 7 

TERM 3

Emerging Developing Secure Mastery

Shape Notation and 

Symmetry

Name some regular polygons

Draw a line of symmetry

Name polygons correctly even when they are 

irregular

Identify when a 2D shape has line or 

rotational symmetry

Describe the order of rotational 

symmetry of a 2D shape

Basic Angle Facts Identify acute, obtuse and reflex 

angles

Estimate the size of an acute 

angle

Measure an acute/obtuse angle accurately 

with a protractor

Draw an acute/obtuse angle accurately using 

a protractor

Recall and deploy basic angle facts

Measure and draw reflex angles 

accurately

Draw a triangle accurately from 

information about its sides/angles

Solve missing angle problems

Use angle notation correctly

Draw more complicated polygons 

accurately based on information from 

a drawing or description

Solve more complex missing angle 

problems, including simple algebra

Properties of shapes Name quadrilaterals

Identify right angles and parallel 

sides within a shape

Can match some quadrilaterals with their 

properties

Name parts of a circle

Can match quadrilaterals with their 

properties

Group shapes based on a given property 

or set of properties

Understand the relationship between 

the diameter of a circle and its 

circumference

Algebraic Notation Know that an unknown number 

can be represented using a letter

Understand key terms Form and interpret simple expressions Form and interpret more complex 

expressions

Collecting Like Terms Understand the difference 

between like and unlike terms

Add, subtract, multiply, divide simple terms 

with prompting

Add, subtract, multiply, divide simple 

terms confidently

Add, subtract, multiply, divide terms 

with powers


